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AbstractmWe develop Anew symmetry concept for forms, whose symmetries are only approximate. 
The concept isbased on fury set theory: The (crisp) set S(G) of objects having s certain symmetry 
G is replaced by a fury set ~(G) with & membership function 0 _~/2 ~ 1 cm.respom,qln~ to the degree 
of ~dRlm,mt Of the symmetry req1~reme~s of G ( degree of al0mmeL~$). The de~e of symm,,try 
o(~, G) of a given form ~ relatiw to a symmetry group G is evahtated on the basis of a hmm~nic 
analysis of the correspondlng form function R(~o): depend~ on the symmetry of the form certain 
codBcients of the Fourier series vanish. The extinction rales for the Fourier coefficients are deduced 
from the symmetries of the individual cosine terms cce(k~0 - ~o/,). We define the degree of symmetry 
as the relative weight of all termJ, which ~ comp~tlble with G. Thus, ¢(~, G) is a coBffs~o~, 
measure of symmetry. It may quantitatively characterise continuous transiti,~- Of forms betwee~ 
different symmetries and also the degree of membership of~ in ~(G). Dep~ding on the values of 
~(~, G) we propose agradation Of fuzzy symmetries (actmd > ap~t  > apprmdmate ~ distant > 
hidden > ruling .y~.~etry). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Symmetry is one of the basic properties of Nature. Generally speaking, symmetry is defined as 
invariance of an object or process against some set of transformations called "symmetry opera- 
tions" (e.g., translation, rotation, reflection, inversion, etc.), which forms a mathematical group 
[1,2a,3a]. Symmetry as described by group theory is a discrete property: A given object cannot 
have a continuously varying degree of symmetry, but fulfills the requirements of a symmetry 
group either exactly or not at all. 
In biology, there arises a difficulty in ascribing a certain symmetry to a given biological form: 
the existence of any symmetry element (e.g., mirror plane, rotation axis, etc.) requires drastic 
demands regarding the "perfectness" of a given form to be met. In contrast, biological forms 
are hardly perfect, in any case. Considering forms of, say, leaves, we notice that deviations of a 
particular form from an ideal prototype are continuous and may vary from "hardly detectable " 
to "drastic." Examples are the variation in the leaf forms on a single tree (e.g., lilac) and likewise 
differences in leaf forms between taxonomically related species (e.g., lime trees, see Figure 1). 
Strictly speaking, even the tiniest deviation from a symmetrical form destroys the symmetry 
of this form. Therefore, the irregularities of biological forms actually make group theoretical 
symmetry considerations useless because all these biological forms, in a strict sense, belong to 
the lowest possible symmetry group: C1 - 1 (no symmetry; for the nomenclature s e footnote 2). 
Thus, the sharply defined notion of symmetry, as normally used, is inappropriate for biological 
forms. 
I thank Dr. W. Sch~ler (I~]i,,~ f~r Radiologie, Bez l r~, l~- , ,~  Chenmitz), Dr. U. Priber (I~titut ~ Mechanik 
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Figu~ 1. He--shaped leaf orms d vsrious limes (Ti//,): (a) id~ud., symmetrical 
form; (b) Tdlia escldor~, also Till6 ph~lph~liom; (c) TdUa co,tats, also Tilis ~omen- 
iO~a (schematic.a~ after [4]). 
Because of the existence of continuous form variations we will contrapose the actual s11mmetry 
GA of an imperfect form ~ to the ideal symmetry GI of the corresponding perfect or ideal form 
9! (GA is always a subgroup of GI). To describe such imperfect symmetries ofbiological objects 
quantitatively, we need an "approximate ~ or f~zzy symmetry concept (cf. [5]). Such a concept can 
be developed utilizing the fuzzy set theory of Zsdeh [6,7]. A comparsble approach as already 
been worked out for a similar case: the symmetries of non-rigid molecules [8]. The bsaic idea 
of a fuzzy symmetry concept for forms with imperfect symmetries will be sketched in Section 2. 
Furthermore, we develop a method for the evaluation of continuous degrees of symmetry (and 
hence, degrees of membership n a respective fuzzy set) on the basis of a Fourier epresentation 
of forms (Sections 3-6). The procedure will be illustrated by biological forms, but it is equally 
valid for arbitrary ones. 
2. FUZZY SETS AND SYMMETRY 
Strictly speaking, the statement "The form ~ has the symmetry G" means that the form 
belongs to the set S(G) containing all objects which are invariant under trsndormations of 
the symmetry group G, i.e., ~ E S(G). Therefore, we define an object space X as the set of 
all possible objects X, i.e., X -- {X~; i E N) (N: set of natural numbers). In a ciuaica] set- 
theoretical version of the notion of symmetry, we ~ ign  to each symmetry group G an ordinary 
(or ~risp') set S(G) containing all objects fulfilling the symmetry requirements of G. Then we 
may define a membership (or characteristic) function p(X, G) (X E X), which characterises the 
degree of membership ofthe object X in the set S(G). Because an object can ~ the symmetry 
requirements of a group either exactly (~(X,G) - I), or not at all (p(X,G) -- 0), the membership 
function can only have the values 0 or 1, i.e., it is a binary function. 
In a ~z~ symmetry concept, we will assign a fuzzy set S(G) to each symmetry group 6. Here, 
the membership function/~(X, G) for each object X is a real n-tuber taken from the interval 
[0,1], with the value of ~(X, G) repre~nting the degree of membership ofX in ~(6). The better 
the object X fulfills the symmetry requirements of 6, the higher the degree of membership ofX 
in S(G), i.e., the nearer the value of ~(X, G) to unity. Thus, the function ~(X, G) characterlses 
full membership (~(X, G) - I), partial membership (0 < ~(X, G) < i) or no membership at all 
(~(X, G) -- O) of X in ~(G) [6,7,9b]. 
The problem with biological forms is then to develop a method for the evaluation of such a 
continuous membership function or, in other words, a continuously varying degree of symmetry. 
This problem will be solved in the next sections. 
3. FOURIER-SERIES REPRESENTATION OF FORMS 
With regard to mathematical modelling, we define a biological object as some bounded o- 
main D of the three-dimensional real space ~s (cf. [lOs]). The form of this object will then be 
represented bythe boundary a O of O. This boundary constitutes a dosed surface in H s and can 
be described within some coordinate system (we prefer spherical coordinates) by a form ~ncZion 
R(~o, 0) (R: radius, ~o: ssimuthal angle, 0: polar angle relative to the axis of highest symmetry, 
with R > 0, 0 _< ~o < 2~, and 0 < O < ~). Here, R represents he distance of the form contour 
from a properly chosen origin in the direction given by ~o and O (Figure 2; of. [10b,11]). 
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Figure 2. Variables of the form function R(~, 0). 
For a mere mathematical representation of the form, the choice of the origin is not crucial, but 
for symmetry considerations it has to be the point of highest symmetry. Therefore we use the 
centre of gravity of the form (the centroid) as origin, since in a solid body with homogeneous 
density all symmetry elements share the centre of gravity of the body as a common point (cf. [12]). 
In what follows we will confine ourselves to two-dimensional forms with a single-valued form 
function R(~). This function can be subjected to a Fourier series expansion (harmonic analysis) 
resulting in an infinite Fourier series, which is equivalent to R(~): 
oo  
~0 R(~) = T + ~(~k co~ k~ + ~k sin k~) 
kffil 
oo  OO 
~0 7o + ~.fk cos(k~ - ~k), = T+ ~ sin(k~ + ~1 = T 
k--1 k---1 
(la) 
(lb) 
[2b,10c,13]. Such an expansion is always possible if the function to be expanded is periodic and 
fulfills some moderate requirements formulated by Dirichlet (see [10eli). In practical applications, 
this series will be truncated after K terms, K being an appropriately chosen maximum value 
for k. This can be done since the infinite Fourier series converges towards R(~). The resulting 
finite Fourier series approximates R(~) in such a way that the mean square deviation is minimal. 
In contrast o standard mathematical nd physical textbooks (e.g., [2b,10c,13]), we will include 
c~0/2, or0/2 and 70/2 into the respective sum and write a0 = co -- a0/2 -- ~0/2 -" 70/2 because 
with regard to the geometrical interpretation f the coefficients he division by 2 is troublesome. 
Furthermore, we will prefer the cosine function in equation (lb), since we choose the z axis as 
preferred axis (all cosine terms have the z axis as symmetry line, as will be seen later). Thus 
we obtain a representation f R(~), which is especially suited for symmetry considerations a
described in Section 4: 
K 
n(~) _~ ~(.~ cosk~+ b~ sin k~), (2a) 
k---0 
(with b0 - 0 by definition) or, equivalently, 
K K 
k--0 k--0 
(~h: phase angle) with the harmonic amplitude I 
(2b) 
ck--Vf~kq-b~>_O, and0_<~k<2~,  (k - -0 , . . . ,K ) .  
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Equation (2a) is analogous to the expression used by other authors (e.g., [14]). We choose the 
abbreviation Fa - cos(k~0 - ~oa) for the k-th cosine function term because we intend to discuss 
symmetries of individual terms in Section 4. Every Ft contributes to the whole form function 
R(~o) with a weight factor wt given by the relative magnitude of its coefficient ca: 
ca 
wt = ~--~i' ( i=  0, . . . ,K) .  (3) 
Geometrically, the series expansion corresponds toa decomposition f the form represented by 
R(~o) into elementary curves corresponding to Ra(~) = Fa. These curves are not forms in the 
sense of the definition given above, since the Fa's (k > 0) have also negative values, whereas form 
radii must be positive. 
We will represent R(~o) by a discrete Fourier spectrum plotting the at's and ba's orthe ea's and 
~oa's verses k (see Figure 7). These two types of spectra correspond to the amplitude nd phase 
spectra used in physics and engineering. The Fourier coefficients aa and bt span a (2K + 2)- 
dimensional real form space F = R 2g+2 and a certain form ~ can be represented by a point 
within this space or by the appertaining radius vector 
r(~) -- (a0, bo, ax, b~,. . . ,  aK, bK), (4a) 
with a length of 
= I1 ( ')11 =  /ai + b0 2- I - . . - - I -  a~ -I- b~, (4b) 
Euclidean orm). 
Every two-dimensional form belongs to one of the two-dimensional point symmetry groups 2, 
the pedigree of which is depicted in Figure 3 (cf. [15]). 
/¢ , , _ / ! \  
Figure 3. Part d the pedigree oftwo-dimemional point groupo displaying subgroup- 
supergroup relatlonahlp~ between them. 
4. SYMMETRY-CAUSED EXTINCTION RULES FOR FOURIER COEFFICIENTS 
There exists a close connection between the symmetry of a form ~ and the symmetry properties 
of its form function R(~o): symmetry points ~os of the form function, i.e., points for which 
R(~os - ~o) = R(~os + ~o) holds, correspond to mirror lines of the respective form. This is 
illustrated in Figure 4 with R2(~o) = cos(2~o) as an example. Antisymmetry points ~0A, i.e., 
INqstive values ~ co F0 (which result for a0 < 0) will be represented by a positive co and F0 = -1, i.e., ~oo = =. 
2There m-e only two types of two-~ons l  point groul~: C~, and D~. Here, C~ denotes a rotstica S~up (cyclic 
~'oup) having only an n-fold mtatio~ point; D~ denotes & dihedral Iroup eom~th~ ~ an n-fold rot4ttioa point and 
n mirror liml. We tae the $¢bomMa-Nilmli ~ e a ;  tla ~ lema._~ai [H Immm-~)  
symbok ~e: n for C~, nm for [)~ (n odd), sad nmm for D~ (n evea) [3b,18]. In cantnmt to th~m-~lamm~e~ 
symmetry groulS, two-dimentional groulm will be marked with an alteldl~ The a~ Cn* will be used for s 
rotaticm point which is termed "n-fold" a-~b~jomdy to the three4]ime~omd rotation axis. 
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Figure 4. Correspondence b tween form symmetry and symmetry properties of the 
form ftmctkm for R2(~) ---- cos 2~o m example, e: symmetry point, i.e., R(~S - ~o) ---- 
R(~oS + ~); o: antisymmetry point, i.e., R(~OA -- ~o) ---- --R(~A + ~o); m: mirror llne. 
points with R(~A -- ~) = -R(~A + ~), correspond to nodal lines of the geometric urve (cf. 
Figure 4). They are common in the elementary curves Rk(~) = cos(k~), where they correspond 
to zeros of Rt(~); they must, however, be absent in form functions for which we supposed R > 0 
(ride supra). 
Depending on the symmetry G.4 of a given form, the corresponding Fourier coefficients will 
obey certain extinction rules. For the following discussion of symmetry properties we refer solely 
to the notation of equation (2b) for the Fourier series. The extinction rules can then be derived 
from the periodic properties of the cosine function and the symmetry conditions: 
(i) R(~) = R(~ ~: 2~/n) for an n-fold rotation point, and 
(ii) R(~s - ~) = R(~s + ~) for a mirror line located at ~s. 
We will now check the symmetries of the curves Rk(~) "- Ft. 
The global symmetry conditions given above can be refined as follows: 
(i) A positive rotation around a point C~ located at the origin transforms the term cos(k~-  
~t) into cos(k~ - ~k -- 2~/n). This will leave this term unchanged only if the angle 
increment 21r/n equals one or more identity period(s) of this term (which can be easily 
seen to be +2z'/k, cf. Figure 4). So we have 
21r 2~r 
- - - -q '~"'n (q- -1 ,2 , . . . ) ,  
and the refined symmetry condition reads 
k=qn,  (q = 1,2,.. .) .  
This condition may be extended by including the zeroth term F0 as 
k=qn, (q=O,1,...),ork=_O(modn). (5) 
All terms Fk for which this relation holds have an n-fold rotation symmetry as intrinsic 
symmetry (ff q -- 1) or as a subgroup of their symmetry group (if q - 0, 2, . . . ) .  This 
means, in turn, that all terms not matching equation (5) must become xtinct (eh - 0) in 
the Fourier series of a form having an n-fold rotation point. 
Cf fM~22:9 -D  
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(ii) It can be easily seen that for any geometric curve R1,(~o) = F~ the condition Rh(~os--~o) --
R~(~o s + ~o), indicating a mirror llne at ~o - ~Os, holds for a series of angles 
~s,v = ~k + p~r k ' (p-- 0 ,~1,~2, . . . ) ,  
(cf. Figure 4), the angular distance between consecutive mirror fines being ~/k. On the 
other hand, a D* group demands an angular distance between mirror lines of x/n (the 
minimum distance, for one mirror line, is ~r). Therefore we have the symmetry condition 
ff 7r 
= q~,  (q = 1,2,...), 
or 
k = q . ,  (~ = 1 ,2 , . . . ) .  
Here, llke in equation (5), the zeroth term F0 can be included by taking 
k=qn,  (q=O, 1,.. .),  o rk=0(modn) .  (6) 
Thus, all terms F~ matching this condition have D~ as intrinsic symmetry (if q = I) or as 
a subgroup (if q = 0,2,... ), and all other terms must be absent from the Fourier series of 
a form with D" symmetry. Summarizing, we find that the intrinsic synunetry group of a 
single elementary curve Rk(~) = F~ - cos(k~o - ~o~) is D~. 
Within a form ~, the symmetries of the elementary curves R~(~o) - F~ are superimposed. 
The overall symmetry of the form comprises only symmetry elements which are common to all 
elementary curves, all other symmetry elements will not be conserved in the superposition. For 
instance, superposition of the terms F2 and F4 results in D~ symmetry only if the mlrror lines of 
the first term coincide with two of the mirror lines of the second term (there ar~ two poes/hilities 
for such a coincidence leading to two different forms of the same symmetry), otherwise the 
symmetry of the superposition reduces to C~. This is schematically depicted in Figure 5. 
/ ~ \ I / \ ! / 
/ I \ \  
(~) D1 (b) C~ (el D~ 
Fisure S. Supen~o~ti~ of • dlson (D~) and. ~ (D;) m d iem po~tlom 
(-- / - -: mirror llne,, ~ / non-cohered; I"I: a~ point, noa-~ • 
/ c: G~ point, conserved / non-conserved). Note that (a) and (c) have the san~e 
symmetry but correspond to ~ forms aince in D~ (n even) there e~dst wo 
non-equlvalent se s of mirror lines. 
A systematic check of the possible superpositions oftwo functions cos(k~ - ~)  and cos(m~ - 
~m) with m > k leads to the following general rules: 
(i) The k-fold rotation point C~ of the term F~ is conserved in the superposition only if 
m=qk,  (q = 2,3,4,.. .) ,  (7) 
regardless of the wlues of ~0k and ~om. Terms Fn with n ~ 0( mod k) are incompatible 
with F~, i.e., the C~ point is not conserved in such a superposition. 
(ii) The symmetry D~ of the term Fk 
m--- qk (q-- 2, 3, 4, . . . )  and 
171 
for some integer j. 
(i.e., all k mirror lines; k > 0) is conserved only if 
, f f  
= ~ - ,  (8) 
k m 
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Summing up, we find that the Fourier series of a form ~ having an actual symmetry GA can 
only comprise terms Fk with 
G(Fk) _~ GA, (W); (9) 
all other coefficients cj must vanish. Thus, besides the term Ft with G(Fk) - GA, all terms 
corresponding to supergroups of GA may be present. But in the superposition of the different 
terms, only the symmetry elements of GA survive. This may be illustrated by the Fourier spectra 
of a rectangle (symmetry D~: only terms Fk with k _-- 0( rood 2)) and of a square (symmetry D~: 
only terms Fk with k _ 0( mod 4)), displayed in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Fourim- spectra (only coefficients a/c, since bk -~ O, Vb) of (a) A rectangle 
with an edge lengths ratio of 2:1 and (b) a square. From the gradation of the ,~in~imm, 
missing coefficients can be inferred. 
In the case of a C* group, the different erms for which equation (9) holds, are all compatible 
with this symmetry (i.e., the C~ point is conserved in the superposition) because quation (7) 
holds automatically. For a D,~ group, however, equation (9) and equation (8) must hold separately 
to conserve the D* symmetry and to ensure that the corresponding term is compatible with the 
DT, symmetry. The notion of compatibility introduced here will now be applied to the definition 
of the degree of symmetry. 
5. DEGREE OF SYMMETRY 
Generally speaking, for a certain symmetry GA to be found in a given form ~, the Fourier 
series of this form must contain only terms which are compatible with the symmetry elements of 
GA, whereas incompatible terms must become xtinct. On the other hand, forms with an ideal 
symmetry Gz will also display in their Fourier series minor terms which are incompatible with 
GI. 
We define a general degree of symmetry ~(~, G) of the form ~ relative to an arbitrary symmetry 
group G, in the following wayS: 
3Since the term Fo corresponds to a D~o symmetry, it is compatible with all other terms and, in case of high 
values of co, will blur the influence of incompatible t rms on ~(~, G). Therefore, co will be excluded from the 
summation, except for form transitions including a circle (Example 3). 
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~(~, G) = sum of coefficients c~ of terms Fk compatible with G _ j>0~ comps. (10) 
sum of all Fourier coefficients of form ~ - g 
k--1 
with 0 <_ ~(~,G) _< 1. As can be inferred from equation (3), ¢(~,G) describes the relative 
contribution to ~ of terms which are compatible with the reference symmetry G. We normally 
carry out a multiple symmetry check 4 to evaluate degrees of symmetry for all rotational and 
dihedral groups up to orders of n = 12. 
Since the degree of symmetry varies between 0 and I and characterises the degree of fuli~llment 
of the symmetry requirements of G (the degree of compatibility of the Fourier terms with G), we 
identify it with the membership function/~(~, G) for the corresponding fuzzy set .{(G):/~(~, G) - 
~r(.~, G). Furthermore, we will connect hese parameters with a fuzzy classification of symmetries. 
Given the degree of symmetry ~r(~, G), G will be termed 
~(~, G) = 1: actual symmetry (the form strictly fulfills the symmetry requirements of G), 
c¢(~, G) ~< 1: apparent symmetry (there are only imperceptible deviations of ~ from G), 
~(~, G) < 1: approzimate symmetry (there are perceptible but not serious deviations of 
~: from G), 
~(~, G)  > 0: distant symmetry (~ seriously deviates from G, but there exists a clear 
relation of ~ to G), 
~(~, G) ~> 0: hidden symmetry (~ bears no perceptible relation to G, but ~(~, G) ~> 0), 
~(~, G) - 0: missing symmetry (G cannot be found in ~). 
This classification will be used in Example 2. Some further remarks may be useful. 
For the actual symmetry GA of the form, ~(~, GA) must clearly equal unity. But if the 
symmetry requirements of GA are met, then the same is true for all subgroups of GA. Therefore, 
for all these subgroups the degree of symmetry must also equal unity. From a multiple symmetry 
check we may thus find the actual symmetry of the form by taking the highest symmetry group 
having ~(~, G)  = 1. 
If Gx is an ideal symmetry for the form ~, we will find ¢r(~, Gz) ~< 1. Here, 1 - ~r(~, GI) 
represents the relative contribution to the form of coefficients incompatible with GI. Thus, 
¢r(~, GI) is a continuous measure of the symmetry of a form. It decreases as the sum of Fourier 
coefficients disturbing the ideal symmetry increases. 
By definition, ~(~, G) describes the symmetry characteristics of ~ relative to only one symme- 
try group G. But the general symmetry of a form is given by the totality of ~r(~, G) values for all 
possible symmetry groups. We therefore construct a symmetry vector ~(~), the components of 
which are the degrees of symmetry corresponding to all groups Gj considered (j = 1, . . .  ,2N),  
N being a suitably chosen upper limit for the order of the symmetry group: 
= . . . ,  (11a)  
(the ~-symbols have been omitted from the ¢r's for clarity), or, 
ff(~) = [o'(~, G1), . . . ,  o'(~, G2N)] (11b) 
4For the symm~-try check we wrote a TurboPa~.al program which checks the Fourier series for compatibility with 
all sy~etr lm (rotation and dihedral symmetry group~), for rotation point orders from I to 12. For the ewluaticm 
of ~¢(~, D~), the progrmn takes every term compatible with this symmetry as a reference t rm and ~ all other 
terms exhibiting aU* point for a nm.wlmum degree of symmetry. To do this, all po~ible orientatiom ofsymmetry 
lines of reference t rm and compared term must be checked. To shorten this til~COl~tm|n~ l o¢~dure, only 
terms with an absolute value of their coefficient greater than a certain threshold value, ~U, were compared. The 
threshold value was normally d~m~=~,hed until the value of ~(~, G) ceased to ~h,~ge w~th~ the given accuracy 
of 3 dt~lm~l% oruntil further changes of ~¢ were only withln the last decimal- For numerical re~om, we lmve 
to choose another threshold AA giving half the maximum angle difference betwee~ the positions of two mirror 
lines that are considered equal. For a rectangle with K -= 89, the highest erms deviated from their theoretical 
angles by leas than 0.002 degrees, therefore ~A -- 0.002 is ~ with respect to the numerical ccuracy of our 
~tS~thm. 
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(as a convention, we u~e Gj = C~+1)/2 for j - odd, and Gj "- 0;/2 for j "-- even). Thus, ~(~) 
is an  ana logue of r(~) for the corresponding symmetry space S 2N -- {z "- (Z l , . . . ,  Z2N) : 0 <: 
zi <_ 1, i = 1,... ,2N}, which corresponds toa 2N-dimeusional unit cube in the positive orthant 
of Hap/. Analogously to the Fourier spectra, ~(~r) can be depicted by a symmetry spectrum 
plotting the cr's versus the group numbers j (see also [16]). 
Since every form ~ corresponds to a point within the form space F, we may define a corre- 
sponding vectorial symmetry function ~(r) as a field function on F: 
= ,,'2N(£)] (12a) 
[aj -- o'(6j)], which is equal to the vectorial membership function 
(12b) 
6. FORM TRANSITIONS AND SYMMETRY TRANSITIONS 
The representation f an arbitrary form ~F by a point within the form space F allows us to 
define the distance PF(~I, ~2) between two forms ~1, ~2 by the Euclidean metric for a (2K + 2)- 
dimensional real space: 
PF(~I, ~2) = [ak(~2) -- ak(~l ) ]  2 q- ~ [bk(~2) -- bk(~l)]  2 
k=0 k=O 
(13a) 
or, 
(13b) 
This distance quals the length of the vector between the points P1 and P2 representing the two 
forms ~1 and ~2. It may be used to give a rough measure of the dissimilarity of the two forms. 
Analogously, we write for the distance PS(~l, ~2) of the two forms within the symmetry space, 
ps( l, = IIE( 2) - E( I)II. (14) 
A form transition between two different forms ~1 --* ~2 may be represented by a trajectory 
between the corresponding points/)1 and P~ within the form space F. If the transition is going on 
along a straight line between/)1 and/)2, then a degree (advancement) of transition, ~F, describing 
the relative distance between an arbitrary intermediate point Ps (intermediate form ~s) on the 
trajectory and the starting point P1, may be defined as follows: 
~, __ aak - alk = bak - blk (V/c), (15) 
a2k - alk b2k - blk ' 
(0 _< ~,  _< 1; alk, b~t: coefficients of the Fourier series in the notation of equation (2a) belonging 
to points P/). If the transition between P1 and/)2 does not follow a straight line, then the degree 
of transition for the intermediate point Ps is given by the arc length of a space curve known from 
differential geometry (cf. [10e, 17]): 
/ ;•S  i[dr(qj)/dt]2 dt ~F = (16) 
/pP21[dr(~i)ldt]2 dt 
(r(~): radius vector; t: parameter). Here, the numerator corresponds to the path length 
AF(~I, ~s) between/)1 and Ps. 
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Figure 7. (a) Wild ginger leaf (A ,~m ¢~ropae~m L.), and its Fourier spectrum 
(b) drawn as an ak, bk-spectrum , with the ak's to the right and bk's to the left and 
(c) as an ck, ~k-spectrum. 
b 
C 
If the symmetry of the form is changing during the transition ~1 --* ~2, then a symmetry- 
related degree of transition ~s would be useful. Within the symmetry space S2N, the degree of 
symmetry transition ~s for a transition along a straight line between ~1 and ~2 is given by 
- 
Analogously to equation (16), the degree of transition for an arbitrary transition will be given by 
/pP2 ¢[d~(~)/dt] 2dr 
(18)  
Note that different forms ~1, ~2 may have the same symmetry, so that the corresponding tra- 
jectory ~1 -" ~2 within the symmetry space will be a loop, the path length ~s(~l,~s) of which 
will be given by the denominator f equation (18). 
If it is intended to trace the variation of only one degree of symmetry ~(~, 6)  during a form 
transition, a reduced egree of symmetry transition ~ may be defined by substituting d~(~) in 
equation (18) by d~(~, 6). In the case of intermediate forms lying on a straight line between the 
parent forms, we have ~ = ~s. 
7. EXAMPLES 
Ezample 1 
Figures 7 and 8 display two forms of leaves: a wild ginger leaf (~1) and a pipe vine leaf (~2), 
the form functions of which have been digitised (180 values), and their respective Fourier spectra. 
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Figure 8. (a) Pipe vine leaf (Ari,tolochia macrophflla Lamk.), and (b) its Fourier 
spectrum as at,  bk-spectrum and (c) as c/c, ~k-spectrum. 
In both cases, the actual symmetry of the forms (i.e., the highest symmetry group with 
o(~, (3) = 1) is C~. This can be inferred from the results of a multiple symmetry check in 
Table 1. But for D~, the degree of symmetry is near unity, so that this group can be accepted 
as an ideal symmetry for both leaves. Terms which are incompatible with D] clearly contribute 
to the forms of the leaves. They manifest themselves in the appearance of sine coefficients (bk) 
in Figures 7b, 8b and in the deviation of phase constants from the values of 0, 7r, and 2~r in 
Figures 7c, 8c. 
Table 1. Degrees of symmetry for a wild ginger leaf (Aaar~m europae*tm L.) and 
a pipe vine leaf (Aristoiochia mcerophylla Lamk.) (Figures 7a, 8a) up to rotation 
point orders of 6. 
Order n of 
rotation point 
Wild ginger leaf (~1) 
(AC = 0.01, AA = 3.8) 
~.( .~,C- )  ~.(~', D~,)  
Pipe vine leaf (~,~) 
(AC = 0.01, AA = 3.6) 
,(~,C~) ,(~,D~) 
1.000 0.936 
0.547 0.540 
0.299 0.299 
0.167 0.160 
0.110 0.110 
0.070 0.070 
1.000 0.919 
0.177 0.172 
0.443 0.443 
0.120 0.120 
0.194 0.194 
0.041 0.041 
We find that the o(~, G) values are sensitively dependent on the choice of the threshold value 
AA. Here, AA measures the "fuzziness" with which we are looking at the positions of mirror 
lines when we have to decide whether they are compatible with a certain symmetry or not. In 
effect, when calculating ~r(~, G), we are adding the coefficients within a window of width 2~A.  
For the data of Table 1, AA was adjusted to enclose the most important coefficients within 
this window. In this way we got a reasonable correspondence between the (r(~, G) values and 
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the Fourier spectra, showing a2 and as for the wild ginger led  and as for the pipe vine leaf, 
respectively, to be the most pronounced peaks in the Fourier spectrum apart from a0. In fact, a 
certain relationship between the pipe vine leaf and an ideal D~ form on one hand, and between the 
wild ginger leaf and idea/D~ and D~ forms on the other hand, can be seen by a closer inspection 
of the respective forms, but without such a hint from the Fourier spectra these resemblances may 
be easily overlooked. 
The distances between the two leaf forms are: PF(~I, ~2) ---- 7.182 and P$(~1, ~2) "- 0.585, the 
respective distances from the origin amount o PF(~I) -- 3.054, PF(~2) - 10.105, Ps(~2) = 1.657, 
and ps(~j2) = 1.562 (here and in the following, for the calculation ofps,  only groups with rotation 
points up to an order of n - 12 have been taken into account). 
Ezarnple 2 
Figures 9s-d display the form transition between two artificial "leaves" with D~ and D~ sym- 
metries, respectively. 
a C 
b d 
Figure 9. Form transition betwecm two artificial "leaf" forms with (a) D~, and (d) D~ 
symmetry, respectively, byweighted mixing of the Fourier codSdents of the parent 
forms (a) and (d) (see text): (b)= 0.75 (&)-I-0.25 (d), (c)-- 0.5 (a) -I-0.5 (d). 
The parent forms A and B (Figures 9a,d) are given by 
A : RA(~0) -- 1+ cos 3~o -- 0.6 cos6~0, 
B : RB(~) -- 1 + cos4~o -- 0.6cos8~o. 
Intermediate forms X have been constructed by weighted mixing of the Fourier coefllcients of the 
two parent forms: 
Rx(~0) -- (1 - WMB) RA(~O) -}- WMB RB(~O), (19a) 
i.e., 
axk -~ (1 - wMB ) aAi: "[- WMB aBk, 
bxk -- (1 -- WMB ) bAk -t- WMB bBk, (Vk), (19b) 
with a mixing weight 0 ~ tOMB _~ 1. This mode of mixing assures that in the form space the 
intermediate forms X lie on a straight line between the parent forms. In this example, the X 
forms also lle on a straight line in the symmetry space. The actual symmetIT of the form clearly 
is D~ for ~F = ~s - 0, D~ for 0 < ~F - ~s < 1, and D~ for ~F -- ~s "- 1. But regarding fussy 
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Figure 10. Form trazmltloal flx~m acircle to A lemniscate by varying the ratio c/a in 
the Cauin i  curve equation. (a): Circle (c/a = 0); Co): c/a = V~/2 ;  (c): c/o, = 0.975; 
(d): l.~n~n;~'*te (cla = 1). 
symmetries, an inspection of various intermediate forms (not shown) reveals different regions of 
~r and ~s with respect o the symmetry of the forms: 
~r=~s=0:  
0 <~r  =~s ~< 0.1: 
0.1 ~< ~F = ~s ~< 0.3 : 
0.3 < ~r = ~s < 0.8 : 
0.8 ~ ~ =~s <~ 0.95 : 
0.95 < ~F = ~S <: 1.0 : 
~r = ~s = 1.0 : 
D~ is the actual symmetry, D~ is missing. 
D~ is an apparent/approximate symmetry, D~ is hidden. 
D~ is a distant symmetry, D~ is hidden. 
D~ and D~ are hidden symmetries. 
D~ is a distant symmetry, D~ is hidden. 
D~ is an apparent/approximate symmetry, D~ is hidden. 
D~ is the actual symmetry, D~ is missing. 
Because of the simple composition of the form function, we have or(X, D~) = ~,  and er(X, D~) = 
1 -~, .  Thus, it can be inferred from the data that, for a certain symmetry to be an approximate 
symmetry of the form, the corresponding degree of symmetry must be very high (at least 0.8). 
Despite the purely subjective judgement of the borderline values of ~, it becomes obvious that 
forms are sensitive to deformations in different degrees. On the other hand, the evaluation of 
~r(ff, G) can help to objectify psychological measurements of symmetry perception. Detailed 
results for several characteristic values of the forms are given in Table 2. 
Table 2. Weight factors wMs, distamces pF(A,X) and ps(A,X) to form A (Fig- 
ure 9a), and degrees of trazafition ~F and ~$, for the forms of Figure 9 (X -- B, C, 
i ~ l "  ,,, , ,  , , , ,  , , , ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  . ,w ,  
Figure Form Sy~rtrn~try WMj ~ pp(A, X) ~F o$(A, X) ~$ 
9b C D~ 0.25 0.412 0.25 0.578 0.25 
9c D D~ 0.50 0.825 0.50 1.156 0.50 
9d B D~ 1.00 1.649 1.00 2.312 1.00 
Ezample 3 
Figure 10 illustrates the form transition from a circle to a lernniscate by wrying the ratio c/a 
(a = 2.0, fixed) in the equation of the Cassini curve [10f] 
(z2  + ~2)2 _ 2c2(x~ _ y2) _ (a~ _ c4) = 0. 
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Figure 11. Dependence of characteristic parameters (degrees of tramfition ~F and ~S, 
and the ratio of the Fourier coefficients o2/co) on the independent parameter c/g for 
the form transition circle ---+ lenmiscate (see text). 
Here, c/a is an independent parameter ('T' in equation (16)). Therefore, all other characteris- 
tics may be related to c/a; this is done in Figure 11 for the two degrees of transition and a form 
parameter, namely, the ratio of the first two coefficients of the Fourier series (c~/c0). 
Starting from c2/co -- 0 for the circle (c/a = 0), the ratio is incre&sing as c/a increases. On the 
other hand, the distance from the origin of the form space is approximately constant during the 
transition (varying from 2.0 for c/a - 0 to 1.98 for c/a - 1 with a minimum of about 1.90 near 
c/a - 0.975). Thus, the trajectory of the form transition circle-* lemniscate is almo6t running 
on a hyperspherical surface in the form space. Detailed values for some intermediate forms of 
the transition are given in Table 3. 
Table 3. Ratios c/a, distances AI~(A,X) and A$(A,X) to form A, and degre~ of 
transition ~, and ~s for intermediate fro'ms of the tramdtion circle (A: c/,~ ffi 0) --* 
l~mni~te (B: c/a = 1); forms do not correspond to Figure 10 (~F: sum of PF values 
for consecutive forms with ~ (c/g) = 0.05). 
FormX 
X1 
X2 
X3 
X4 
X5 
X6 
B 
c/= ~,(A, x) ~r As(A, x) ~S, c~lco 
0.25 0.063 0.032 0.136 0.043 0.021 
0.50 0.254 0.127 0.519 0.162 0.068 
0.75 0.615 0.310 1.146 0.358 0.219 
0.90 1.023 0.513 1.759 0.550 0.386 
0.95 1.260 0.632 2.098 0.656 0.502 
0.975 1.446 0.726 2.356 0.736 0.883 
1.03 1.993 1.030 3.200 1.030 1.458 
Ezample 
Another interesting point is illustrated by Figure 12, which shows intermediate forms between 
a Norway maple leaf and a Cassini curve. 
Despite the fact that the mixing weight WMB of the Csssini curve is very high, the maple leaf 
shape is preserved to a very high degree in the intermediate forms shown in Figure 12. This is 
due to the fact that the absolute sum ~'~i cl of all Fourier coefficients i  very different :for the two 
forms (it amounts to 20.285 for the maple leaf and 4.148 for the Cassini curve). We define an 
additional weight factor WFB (form Weig~ of form B) reflecting the relative contribution of the 
parent form B to an intermediate form, in the following way: 
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a b 
Figure 12. Form transition fa-om A Norway m~le  leaf (Acer pl~t6noide# L.) (&) to & 
Casslni curve with c/a --- 0.975 by weighted mixing of Fourie~ coettlcients. The formm 
shown have mixing weights wMB of (b) 0.8, and (c) 0.9. The corresponding form 
weights uJF8 are given in Table 4. 
-- K K " 
This equation is analogous to equation (3) defining the contribution of a single term Fh to the 
whole form. But since mixing of forms is performed using the coefficients at and bt, we prefer 
to define the form weight on the basis of these coefficients instead of ct, otherwise formula (20) 
would become very complex. For single terms, computing weights with at and bt gives values 
which are very similar to those of equation (3). A comparison of characteristic values for different 
intermediate forms is made in Table 4. 
Table 4. Weight factors wMB and toFB , distances pF(A, X) and As(A, X) to form A 
(Figure 12a), and degrees of trJm~itlon ~p and ~$ for intermediate forms of the tran- 
sition Norway maple leaf (form A)--* Cesainl curve (form B); forum do not cm-r~pond 
to  F igure  12. 
Form X ~os4s wFs pF(A, X) ~F As(A, X) ~s 
X1 
X2 
X3 
X4 
B 
0.50 0.132 3.759 0.500 0.784 0.298 
0.80 0.378 6.014 0.800 1.866 0.709 
0.90 0.577 6.766 0.900 2.302 0.875 
0.95 0.743 7.147 0.950 2.379 0.904 
1.00 1.000 7.518 1.000 2.632 1.000 
8. SUMMARY 
For biological objects and a great variety of objects from other fields the conventional concep- 
tion of symmetry as a binary property is not applicable because these objects fulfil the symmetry 
requirements of the classical groups to continuously varying degrees. Therefore, if symmetry 
considerations of such objects are desirable, this must be done on the basis of a fuzzy synune- 
try concept which is able to describe continuous deviations from a given symmetry. Fuzzy set 
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theory provides a f~ame for such an approach, but the central problem is to find a method for 
the evaluation of continuous degrees of membership (degrees of symmetry). This has been done 
here starting with a Fourier analysis of the form function of the respective object. The individual 
Fourier terms have different symmetries. They are compatible or incompatible with a given ref- 
erence symmetry G for the form (i.e., the symmetry elements of G are present in these terms and 
are conserved in their superpceition or not). The degree of symmetry can then be defined as the 
relative contribution to the form function of terms which are compatible with G. Thus, an object 
will no longer be characterised by a single symmetry group but by the degrees of symmetry for 
all possible (or meaningful) symmetry groups. If almost all Fourier coefficients are compatible 
with the given symmetry G, then O can be regarded as ideal (imperfect, disturbed) symmetry 
of the object. In this way the quantitative description of imperfect symmetries of objects is put 
on a sound basis. The method is worked out here for two-dimensional forms, but the extension 
to three-dimensional ones is straightforward. 
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